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Introduction

Methods

Results: Exome-wide detection of common and rare 
variants

Figure 1: An overview of the study design and the used germline variant detection 
pipelines. Germline WES data of two independent cohorts (1072 PC and 1295 
melanoma patients) were analyzed using GATK, the “gold-standard” method, and DV, a 
deep-learning variant calling approach. (OMIM: Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man).

Conclusions 

Figure 2: Exome-wide germline variant detection in 1072 in PC patients.

Despite the established clinical utility of germline genomic analysis, thus far, only a small 
fraction of cancer patients are found to carry germline pathogenic variants, leaving the 
majority of the cases with unidentified genetic drivers of cancer risk. Moreover, even 
when the clinical presentation is highly suggestive of a particular cancer predisposition 
syndrome, most patients have a negative genetic analysis of all protein-coding genes. In 
addition to highlighting non-coding or epigenetic variants as a possible explanation, 
these observations also raise concern about the possibility of incomplete detection of 
known or expected pathogenic disease-causing variants by the currently-used “gold 
standard” germline variant detection methodologies.

Recently, advances in computational methods that utilize deep neural networks 
demonstrated enhanced germline variant detection in “The Genome in a Bottle” ground-
truth set. We hypothesized that these methods may also improve detection of rare 
clinically relevant variants in germline data from cancer patients and fundamentally 
change clinical genetics practice. 

Figure 3: Although deep learning only called 1.3% and 2.1% more common
(MAF>5%) and uncommon variants (MAF:1-5%) than the gold-standard
method in 1072 germline PC exomes, it identified 12.7% (n=53,161) more rare
variants (MAF<1%) than the standard approach, suggesting a substantially
higher performance of deep learning for detecting this variant subset which
are highly enriched for Mendelian disease-causing variants.

Results: Detection of pathogenic cancer risk variants

Figure 4: The standard method, GATK, exclusively identified 27 cancer predisposition
variants in 1072 PC patients (A) 60% of which were found to be computational artifacts
(B). In contrast, deep learning exclusively identified 37 germline pathogenic variants (C),
75% of which were validated true variants (D).

Figure 5: A) Validated cancer risk variants identified by each algorithm. B) IGV snapshots
of 3 representative pathogenic risk variants only detected by deep learning.

Figure 6: Validated pathogenic variants identified by each algorithm in the ACMG genes.

Results: Exome-wide detection of pathogenic variants

Figure 7: A & B; Evaluation of the model performance of the standard method, GATK,
and deep learning, DV, towards detecting clinically relevant pathogenic variants in the
ACMG and cancer predisposition genes (n=151). C; Germline exome-wide analysis of
286 PC patients, using deep learning, identified more putative LOF variants in 11
(91.7%) of the 12 phenotype-targeted multi-gene panels.
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Our analysis showed that on average, deep learning identified one additional patient 
with a pathogenic cancer-risk variant for every 52 to 67 cancer patients undergoing 
expanded germline testing and one additional patient with a pathogenic variant in the 
highly-actionable ACMG genes for every 182 patients undergoing this test, underscoring 
a nontrivial missing rate of the currently used method. Collectively, our analysis 
consistently showed a clinically meaningful increase in the diagnostic yield of deep 
learning variant detection over the current gold-standard method regardless of the 
examined gene set. Deep learning higher sensitivity for rare pathogenic variant detection 
may also lead to an improved ability to uncover novel gene-disease associations. 
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